
John Lucas is the founder of Explore4Knowledge, a conservation initiative that

not only gives back, but aims to change the world for the better, one project at a

time. Berdene Nell chats to this passionate yet unlikely entrepreneur.
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“The idea of Explore4Knowledge started on the back of an Ocean Basket tablecloth. I was sitting

with a close friend and brainstorming ideas which originated from my leather-bound travel journals

I’d kept through the years. Looking back now, it’s odd to think a small drawing started it all.

Although at the time the finer details still eluded me as to how I should go about setting up a

conservation and educational initiative, two things were certain – I had to make a positive

difference, and all projects would have to have substance.” Despite John being involved with various

projects since 2004, Explore4Knowledge, however, has only been active a few years as an

independent entity.

John, a qualified nature conservationist and WWF SASSI Ambassador (one of many titles accredited

to him) is working on his Masters in Eco-Toxicology, focussing on the entire length of the Olifants

River in the Western Cape from source to mouth. What makes this project different is that it not

only seeks scientific discovery, but has created a community-based platform through which he has

been interacting with farm schools and rural communities regarding environmental and water

awareness.

“Mostly we aim to create a platform to inspire youth, to ignite their interest in Mother Nature and all
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the intricate ways she works, while exposing them to various beautiful regions of our country. We

continuously strive to highlight the importance of conservation and ongoing environmental issues

through an interactive medium. This is done in the spirit of ubuntu – we share our knowledge with

locals, and in turn we receive knowledge from them.

“In the instance of us reaching out to rural communities, we often find our team leaving with more

knowledge about ‘green living’ than expected. Rural communities adopt a way of life that is

surprisingly eco-friendly which we as city folk can definitely adopt to a certain degree.”

Well spoken and stepping up to the modern-day challenges of conservation, he has an infectious

way of talking knowledgably. He makes it interesting and accessible in layman’s terms.

John is used to wearing many hats, whether it be leading sponsor-driven initiatives or his upcoming

speaking engagement where he will be addressing 135 businesses on the topic of sustainability.

“Nature conservation is a business and should therefore be treated as such,” John muses, “its

sponsorship being the main funding source for Explore4Knowledge, I came to realise that without

an understanding of corporate strategies and business profiles, the conservation work being done

on the ground would not be achieved. I applied myself accordingly to broaden my view and skills.”

John’s ability to adapt to current trends by creating a vast online presence for Explore4Knowledge

not only solidifies him as a dynamic entrepreneur, but a passionate individual who has made it his

life’s work to bring meaning to a cause close to his heart.
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“We are currently working on various projects, some of which include a documentary film shot

alongside The Endangered Wildlife Trust on the relocation of 400 endangered sandfish in the

Cederberg. This will be released onto our YouTube channel in the coming months to engage people

from all walks of life. Since setting up our various social media accounts we have doubled our

organic following in the last six months. It just goes to show the exposure one can generate by

being digitally proactive. We have social media to thank for getting us in talks with organisations

such as PolarBear International and Africa Parks, with whom a collaborative venture is being

discussed.

“My vision for Explore4Knowledge is to become a medium that tells conservation stories for those

who have no voice and to engage people in a positive way – be it by educating local communities in

Southern Africa about the interrelatedness of the eco-system, engaging with world-renowned

businessmen and leaders, relocating 400 sandfish in Clanwilliam’s or co-ordinating local river clean-

up projects, it all makes a difference in the end.

“If I could give anyone advice on how to make a difference, I would have to take a page out of the

book of one of my close friends, Braam Malherbe who is the founder of DOT – Do One Thing. I

would encourage parents not only to teach their children about sustainable living and

environmentally friendly practices, but also to explain the reasoning behind these practices. It’s one

thing to say ‘switch off the lights’, or ‘don’t keep the water running unnecessarily’, but in my

experience children remember and engage more with a story than a direct order. If you can grab

their attention with why it is imperative that we live sustainably, we have already succeeded in

doing one thing right.”

Follow Explore4Knowledge on YouTube, Twitter, Instagram and Facebook. www.explore4knowledge.com
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